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xboxlive.Aeris Established in
2005 in the newly developed
suburb of Fraser Coast, Aeris

Landscape Constructions began as
a family owned and operated
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business. The team now consists
of three strong, dynamic and
competent business partners,
Deevon, Nick and Toni. Our

premises in Cairns serves as our
logistics centre. We look forward

to the future expansion and
growth of the business. The team

at Aeris Landscape is always
looking for ways to improve both

our external presentation and
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internal systems. We are
committed to excellence,

committed to providing best
service, commitment to quality
and commitment to safety. All
employees of Aeris Landscape

Constructions are required to have
an understanding of our core

values – Commitment to
Excellence, Professionalism,

Integrity, Safety and Customers
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First, and to live out these values
daily and in everything that we do.

We ensure that our business
partners and staff are always

educated and trained in safety and
the latest construction techniques.
Our team members and contract
hire staff are always thoroughly

evaluated and, from time to time,
we review their performance and
requirements to ensure that they
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are always performing to the best
of their ability. They should

always be striving to do their best
and this is what we expect from

all Aeris Landscape Constructions
staff and business partners. We
have been recognised as North
Queensland’s leading, trusted

provider of quality projects. Our
reputation and growth has been
driven by our honest approach,
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hard work and commitment.Q:
Short way of writing to a file,
then reading from it I found a

question that is close, but doesn't
quite work for what I need. I am
making a video game, and need a
strategy for writing game-specific

stuff to a file, then reading that
file back and displaying it in-

game. I have a Player class that
allows me to create players. They
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all get stored in an array. The
most important thing is that I have

to write the
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